
COMPUTER-TO-PLATE UNDER $1400

HERE IS WHAT YOU GET:
v HP5000 PLATE IMAGING PRINTER
This is the last Hewlett Packard printer series made that could be customized to 
produce high quality laser plates. We refurbish these units with new component 
parts, and set them up for plate production. There are only so many of these 
sought after machines remaining, hence the limited availability. It is turbo-
charged with 100MB of memory;  an IMPORTANT FEATURE that lets you output 
numerous halftones or screens easily, and will get you through most page 
images fast. Our Plate Imaging Printer carries a 90-Day Warranty.

v BRAND NEW OEM TONER CARTRIDGE

v FREE STARTER PACKAGE OF 100 LASER II PREMIUM PLATES
These superior plates have an improved coating that allows the toner to firmly adhere at lower 
temperatures. They can hold a wider range of halftone dots, and will run up to 10,000 impres-
sions under proper press conditions. Used properly, the LASER II plates can approach the ease 
and quality of metal CtP plates.

v PACKAGE OF 100 PLATE BACKING STRIPS
Polyester based laser plates do tend to stretch on the press. These special aluminum backing strips 
will eliminate plate stretch allowing you to run close register multi-color jobs.

v 1 GALLON OF UNIVERSAL PINK FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE
A terrific all-around fountain solution that also happens to be the best for running Laser II 
plates. Use it on all size presses. Results in remarkably brighter and sharper colors with less dot 
gain. Non-toxic, mild odor, helps prevent calcium build-up. One gallon makes 32 gallons solution.

v 1 QUART LASER PLATE PREP/CLEANER
Best solution available for cleaning up laser plates on the press. Just wipe down 
to eliminate toning trouble. Will not affect image area. Easy to use and compatible 
with other chemicals.

v 1 LASER IMAGE DELETION PEN
For easy correction of mistakes and minor errors. Can be worth its weight in gold when it saves 
you the trouble of a plate make-over during a big rush order!

Many laser plate users try to cut corners by using refurbished toner cartridges. Bad idea, since it 
is virtually impossible to seal them like a new one. Any toner leakage, however slight, will cause 
unwanted ‘toning’ on press. NEW TONER is an important part of laser plate performance.

If you have a computer this economical robust package 
includes EVERYTHING you need to get your 

jobs to the press, and out, FAST… 
*Limited Availability • Call 800-341-6650 Today!

100MB 
Memory!

TOTAL DELIVERED PRICE 
Only $1,395 

If you already use Laser Plates and only need 
 components of this package please call for pricing. 
*Package is subject to Imaging Printer availability. 

 Pricing subject to change without notice. 
Order# PL5115
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